WADING IN

Betty Londergan, who spent
a year giving to charity and
blogging about it, on Long
Island, New York. “This daily
project has really kept me in
the present,” she says. “I just
trust it’s leading me someplace I’m supposed to go.”

THERE’S AN OCEAN OF NEED
OUT THERE, AND OUR SINGLE SMALL

DONATION CAN SEEM LIKE A DROP IN THE

BUCKET. BUT THAT DROP MATTERS, SAYS ONE UNLIKELY
PHILANTHROPIST WHO CHALLENGED HERSELF TO GIVE UNTIL IT DIDN ’ T HURT.
Actually, before she started giving her money away, Betty
IMAGINE YOU’RE WALKING PAST A SHALLOW POND
where a tiny child has fallen in and appears to be drowning. was in a position that’s painfully familiar these days: She’d
Do you rush in and rescue the child? Of course. What if it lost her job in advertising and wasn’t optimistic about
means ruining your new shoes? Of course—even if they’re securing another one, given that she’s now, as she puts it,
really, really nice shoes. You don’t think twice. Philosopher “approximately 250 in carbon-dated ad-hipster years.” She
Peter Singer, ethics specialist and author of The Life You Can and her husband had watched their investments eddy away
Save: How to Do Your Part to End World Poverty, argues that we down the drain.“I was literally sick—so angry and frusare, ethically, in just such a position all the time: 1.4 billion trated,” she says. “It was such an ugly side of me. I didn’t
want to be that person. The only way I
people are living below the international
was going to get over it was to give my
poverty line of $1.25 a day, and 30,000
money away on purpose.”
children die daily of diseases and malHoly nonattachment, Batman! But
nutrition that our money (the cost of, say,
then, part of you knows she’s right
a pair of shoes) could prevent. Couldn’t
we be doing more? Shouldn’t we?
when she says, “Giving away money is
the absolute antidote to fear and inseBetty Londergan is. Figuratively speakcurity about money. Desire and clutching, the philanthropist-blogger has ruing cause suffering—and when you let
ined a whole lot of shoes—and when I
go, it’s a beautiful thing.” Betty’s not
talk to her over the phone, she expresses
a nun or anything (though, she jokes,
nothing but joy about it. “I don’t know
she’s hoping the project turns her into
why I’m crying,” she says, crying and
an honorary Buddhist “without medialso laughing. “I’m optimistic, without
tating!”). She’s just a regular person:
doubt. I’m so much more aware now
one with both a modest past—“I think
about entrenched poverty; if you have
my mother rationed out every slice of
a roof over your head, you’re one in a
lunch meat we ever ate!”—and a modhundred in the world. But people are
est present: “We’re not rich. I’m actubringing so much intelligence and pasally really neurotic about finances. But
sion and backbreaking labor to these
problems that it makes me feel very hopeful. And trust me my daughter got a scholarship to college, and I had this
when I say I’ve gotten much more than I’ve given.” Which small inheritance from my parents that I wanted to spend
is amazing really, given how much she’s given: Come doing something good. I’ve been blessed beyond belief.”
Betty’s like the love child of Mother Teresa and Don
December 31 it will be $36,500: $100 a day for 365 days,
donated to nearly as many different causes and organiza- Draper: generous, of course, but also infectiously enthusitions (chronicled in her blog, What Gives 365). And the astic and delighted, self-ironic and hilarious. She could
thing is, at the risk of sounding like one of those celebrity- probably sell rain to Seattle, only now she’s selling the idea
rag photo captions (“Brad and Angelina shop for frozen of giving, with her superengaging daily blog posts: “Every
pizza just like you do!”), Betty’s a lot like us; that is, not day I end up talking to someone who’s doing something
someone you’d immediately peg as a philanthropic heroine. really extraordinary—part of this web of interconnected
BY C AT HE R I N E N E W M A N P HOTOG R A P H Y BY A N N A W I L L I A M S
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myself as ‘oh so generous,’ but if you have two coats, you
need to give one away.” In a similar vein, Rabbi Rachel
Cowan, executive director of the Jewish Institute for Spirituality, explained to me that tzedakah, the Jewish concept
of charity, literally translates as justice. “There’s an example from Jewish teaching which comes from the Bible:
You don’t cut your fields all the way to the edge, and the
crops you leave there belong to the poor. They belong to
them.” The Talmud even codifies giving into eight progressive levels of virtue: Giving anonymously is holier than
giving face to face, and
the most noble gift is one
How can we give enough to make some kind of
,
that enables the recipient
to become more sufficient.
that’s not tainted by guilt or ego?
from a
The least commendable is
?
How can we find our way toward the notion of
one that’s given begrudgingly. (This hierarchy could
finally force myself to interrupt Betty, given that it’s been be a real eye-opener for anyone who’s ever grumpily agreed
nearly an hour since I asked her which donations have to tack that extra charity dollar onto her grocery bill just
most inspired her, and she has stopped gushing only long because she didn’t want to look cheap.)
enough to laugh or cry.
At its heart, every religion is about serving the poor, of
The charities might seem all over the place—and actually, course—whether it’s the Muslim practice of zakat, Christhey are, representing Betty’s divergent passions, requests tian tithing, or Buddhist compassion. As Rabbi Cowan put
sent from around the world, and also, she admits, her own it, “It’s about getting you out of that story that’s all about
“ADD.” “I thought I was going to be methodically choosing you. The more you do, the more you feel a connection to
big charities, and it hasn’t been that way at all,” she says. “If other people. It’s different from giving that’s motivated by
something moves me, then I follow my heart.”
shame, or from wanting to be in the highest circle of
donors.” Although, hey, if you want to get your name on a
school in Mozambique, go for it—it’s still better to build
IN SEARCH OF “RIGHT GIVING”
What about you? Can you follow your heart? Can you give the school than not to.
If our giving practices aren’t grounded in some kind of
a little more? Even if, like Betty, you have to wrestle with
the questions of where and how and how much? Even if, religious tradition, it can be harder to feel we’re doing
like mine, your job and future are ruthlessly uncertain, and enough, as if there could ever be such a thing. In The Life
your already microscopic portfolios are shrinking away, You Can Save, Singer translates the Golden Rule into simand there’s college and retirement to save for, and you ple philosophical terms: We shouldn’t spend money on
want a mudroom so badly that you could weep and kick the things we don’t need when others don’t have the things
pile of filthy boots out from under your dining table where they do. My kids seem to grasp this intuitively—or maybe
I’ve just been talking even more obsessively than usual
you are trying to eat your modest dinner? Yes.
“Even in the worst of times,” Singer writes, putting the about giving. Either way, when I was standing behind my
sucking economy in perspective, “our lives remain infinitely shopping cart last week, considering a box of streak-andbetter than those of people living in extreme poverty.” And something, my 7-year-old daughter took it from my graying
therein lies the painful equation. Do I need tidier shoe stor- hands. “Ten dollars?” She was totally aghast. “Are you kidage more than someone else needs a place to live? What if ding me? You’re so pretty, Mama. Leave your hair nice and
plain and send that money straight to Haiti.” Nice and plain
my own children were the ones who needed help?
These are the kinds of gut-wrenching questions that aren’t indeed! But can you argue with the passion or logic? Does
easily answered by secular charity, which can feel a little anyone lie on her deathbed thinking if only she’d bought
willy-nilly: a check here, a dollar there, whatever you can that one floral-print toothbrush caddy?
This doesn’t mean, by the way, that you have to turn into
“afford.” So how can we give enough to feel that we’re making some kind of difference, and from a pure-hearted place Mahatma Gandhi or a martyr (with unsightly roots). Or
that’s not tainted by guilt or ego? How can we find our way utilitarian philanthropist Zell Kravinsky, who gave away
toward the notion of “right giving”?
one of his kidneys to a stranger. Or the Atlanta Salwen
Religious scripture tends to be quite precise about the family, authors of The Power of Half, who on the urging of
obligation to give. (The Bible itself contains more than their teenage daughter, Hannah, sold their big house,
2,500 references to the poor.) Accidental Buddhist Betty bought a smaller one, and gave away the difference. I’m
Londergan is also a practicing Catholic: “I don’t think of glad there are people like that in the world, even if they do
people who are trying to make the world better in their
different ways—and it’s so exhilarating. I’m just blown
away by them.” By, for example, Nnaemeka Ikegwuonu of
the Smallholders Foundation in Nigeria, which is currently training thousands of young people in sustainable
crop cultivation. By Khalida Brohi in Pakistan, who devotes herself, under constant threat, to the prevention of
honor killings there, and 23-year-old Maggie Doyne,
founder of the Kopila Valley Children’s Home in Nepal,
and a woman living with AIDS in North Carolina, and … I
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give me kind of a hair-shirty feeling. But there’s a continuum of gray between the black and the white, Singer
assured me, a notion seconded by everyone I spoke to:
Don’t let the perfect be the enemy of (literally, in this case)
the good. “Even if you’re not doing absolutely everything
you could be, you can still make a difference without making a huge sacrifice,” Singer says. “And there’s lots of evidence that giving actually makes people happier—that
people who are generous enjoy their lives more.”
THE UNEXPECTED PAYOFF

Saint Francis of Assisi’s famous prayer, “For it is in giving
that we receive,” has now become a topic of great interest to
some scientists who are studying what they call “the hedonic
benefits of generosity.” Neuroscientists, for example, have
used neural imaging to show that acts of generosity light up
the very pleasure and reward centers in your brain that are
associated with sex and drugs. “We could quit our cocaineorgy habit and donate the money to charity!” I joke to my
husband—but I can’t help thinking of Betty, who uses
expressions like “a total rush” when you talk to her about
giving. Social psychologist Elizabeth Dunn has also shown
that, while spending money on others increases happiness,
that same correlation doesn’t apply to spending money
on yourself. (To test this, try noticing how you feel the

next time you click “Complete Purchase” online. Weren’t
you happier about those cashmere tights before you actually bought them?) And Princeton cognitive neuroscientist
Joshua Greene suggests that “natural selection can favor
altruistic instincts under the right conditions.” In other
words: You just might be hardwired to give—a feat of
adaptive philanthropy that gets biochemically rewarded
by happy-brain drugs.
It feels good to be good. But if the pleasure of a more just
world can seem a little intangible, enjoy the concrete benefits too: less clutter, more simplicity, significant tax writeoffs, and such thrifty delights as camping, making your
own holiday gifts, or finding $200 Citizens of Humanity
jeans for four bucks at the Salvation Army. (I’m just saying.) Or, at this time of year in particular, reflect on the
true meaning of giving: ’Tis the season for loving mankind
and for charities to make their end-of-the-year benchmarks. And if none of that moves you, consider the slogan
of Crowdrise, a social-networking fund-raising website
that taps into your own community to raise money for
your causes: If you don’t give back no one will like you. Word.
So, exactly how much should you be giving? More than
might seem reasonable seems to be the answer everybody
gave me—though maybe you shouldn’t do what I did and
ask the cofounder of the 50% League (a group originally

Ready to put your money where your heart is? Here’s how to get started,
whether you can donate change from your couch cushions or a fat check.

1.

DECIDE HOW MUCH
YOU SHOULD BE GIVING.

Financial adviser Brent Kessel
recommends 10 % of your income or
1% of your net worth, whichever’s
greater. Philosopher Peter Singer advocates a slightly more complicated
sliding scale, with folks making up to
$105,000 giving something like 1% to
5% of their income, and the wealthier
giving 5% to 33%. At Singer’s site
(thelifeyoucansave.com), you can click
on “The Pledge,” then enter your
yearly salary to calculate the amount
of your suggested donation.

2.

CHOOSE THE RECIPIENTS
OF YOUR GIFT.

Kessel recommends starting with a list
of causes you care about, determining
how much you want to give to each, and
then putting aside a bit more for “discretionary giving” (that direct mailing
that touches your heart, say, or a school

auction). It could be that you decide,
as Betty did, to split your donations
over a number of issues (global poverty, the environment, human rights,
animal rights, politics, education,
women’s health) or that you decide,
as Singer did, that you want to focus
on one issue. (He gives 25% of his income; almost all of it goes to Oxfam,
an organization that fights world hunger.) Either way, as you choose recipients, you can avail yourself of some
great online resources: GiveWell
(givewell.org), for example, is made
up of a group of hedge-fund ship jumpers who subject organizations to a
rigorous and holistic assessment of
how your money gets put to use and
how effective the work of the organization is. (Brace yourself, though: Of
the hundreds of organizations they’ve
reviewed, they recommend about
a dozen.) Charity Navigator (charity
navigator.org) offers a more traditional

evaluation of the financial efficiency
of nonprofits (it looks for low administrative costs, for example) alongside
various tips, top 10 lists, and tools
to calculate the tax implications of
your donation.

3.

MAKE A PLAN FOR
HOW YOU’LL DONATE.

Kessel says this can be as simple

as having a jar in which you drop the
change you save by forgoing little
extras. If you can spare a bit more, he
suggests a donor-advised fund, held
at a community foundation or other
investment firm; it administers your
donations and offers a federal tax deduction (up to 50% of adjusted gross
income for cash contributions). Kessel
recommends examining your donations at least once a year, to reassess
your priorities and hold your charities
accountable. —CN
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made of people who had given 50 percent of their income,
assets, or profits). Or maybe you should. It’s Christopher
Ellinger, who also founded the philanthropy and education
organization Bolder Giving; his message, he says, isn’t necessarily about just thinking of what you can do without
(e.g., scaling back on your latte habit—though that might
not be a bad place to start). Instead, he wants us to think of
what we value most and do what we can to create more of
it in the world. “We’re in a culture of scarcity, and people
are feeling it during the recession,” he acknowledged, “but

“
is a way of telling the
,” Kessel says. “If you reach out
have
help, you know you’re coming from
that doesn’t mean you have to react and contract.” Similarly, Brent Kessel, CFP, cofounder of Abacus Wealth Partners and author of It’s Not About the Money, echoed Betty’s
Zen counsel: “Generosity is a way of telling the subconscious mind: I already have enough. If you reach out your
hand to help, you know you’re coming from a place of sufficiency. And when we give away more than is comfortable,

we acknowledge that we’re going to die and we can’t take it
with us. It can have the same effect as a Tibetan meditation
practice.” Does that mean blowing away the sand mandala
of your retirement fund? No. Kessel wants his clients to
feel secure. But then he challenges them to give away a
little more than is completely comfortable.
In fact, he recommends giving 10 percent of one’s income.
(See “The Path to Giving,” on the previous page.) “Ten
percent would be a minimum,” Rabbi Cowan agreed. “It
should be graduated, like income tax. If you have a lot, it
should be 50 percent.” Like
Bill Gates and Warren Buffett,
: I already
who have given a staggering
$29 billion and $31 billion,
your hand to
respectively. (As I told my hus.”
band: “If I had 62 billion dollars, I’d give away 61 billion!”)
Singer advocates a sliding scale of 1 percent to 33 percent,
depending on whether your income is modest or massive;
when my husband and I went to his site to calculate our
donation, we were surprised by the amount, given our unrichness. But we have 20 years of graduate school behind
us, so thrift is as natural as breathing. And as Ellinger says,
there’s a lot you can do and still be comfortable: Make

Say you’d lived for years on food stamps and then won the lotto jackpot. Could you give
away your new millions? Or live in a 380-square-foot studio apartment with your husband so you could afford to
donate more than half of your household income? These four women are redefining generosity.

Name Carol Newell Age 54
Hometown Vancouver, BC

Name Julia Wise Age 25
Hometown Cambridge, MA

Name Cynthia Stafford Age 48
Hometown Los Angeles, CA

Name JJ Ramberg Age 40
Hometown Brooklyn, NY

Her story Since 1994,
Rubbermaid heiress Newell
has invested $60 million
to better the planet. She
founded the Endswell Foundation, which supports
environmental organizations
throughout British Columbia,
and Renewal Partners,
which funds sustainable
businesses. She remained
anonymous for many years
but eventually came out
with her story. “It was more
important to encourage
others to use their wealth as
a catalyst than it was for me
to maintain my anonymity,”
she says. In 2004, she cofounded Play BIG, which
helps others with $15 million
or more to invest in ways
that align with their values.

Her story For Wise, the question has always been how
much to keep, not how much
to give away. This past year,
she (a student and aspiring
social worker) and her husband,
Jeff (a computer programmer),
lived on about $22,000 and
gave about $35,000 to Oxfam.
How? They buy pretty much
everything secondhand, grow
food, and ride bikes instead
of buses or cars. “I think it’s
unacceptable that so many
of the world’s people aren’t
getting even their basic needs
met,” Wise says. “Before I
spend, I think of what that
money could do for someone
who’s living on $2 a day—
and that’s about half the people in the world.”

Her story As a child, Stafford
started her philanthropic habits by donating her allowance
to UNICEF. And she didn’t
stop giving—even after taking
custody of her brother’s five
kids when he was killed in a
car accident and she had
to apply for federal aid to afford to raise them. In 2007
she won $112 million with two
relatives in the California
Mega Millions lottery. A good
chunk of that went right back
to the organizations she loved—
including $1 million for the
Geffen Playhouse to fund a
program that would expose
children to the arts. “I truly feel
that as you give, so shall you
receive,” she says. “The lottery was just one example of
such a blessing.”

Her story Ramberg, the host
of MSNBC’s Your Business,
found a way for people without
time or money to help causes
they believed in. She and her
brother, Ken, had both worked
with Internet businesses in the
past and knew what a search
engine could generate from the
$8 billion spent annually. “We
thought, Wow. What if we
could redirect some of those
funds?” Ramberg says. They
launched GoodSearch.com
(powered by Yahoo!) in 2005
and GoodShop.com in ’07. Now
each time someone searches
or shops through these sites,
half of the sponsored search
revenue, or 3 to 20 percent
of the purchase price, goes to
the nonprofit of the user’s
choice—no cost, no catch.
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LOOKING FORWARD

At the end of her 365 days of giving, Betty
says she feels “awash in hope for the future.”
What’s next for her? “I want to visit my top
20—heck, top 50—places. Maybe make it the
ultimate global reality-TV show. I bet that
would raise a boatload of money!”

wardrobe styling by Sabine Feuilloley, hair and makeup by Stephania Parent

If charity really does begin at home, hopefully getting kids started early will help them
set good habits for life. At our house, the
kids divide any incoming money—from
allowance, chores, or gifts—into a Moonjar
(moonjar.com): a kind of three-piece piggy
bank with one section for spending, one for
saving, and one for sharing. Come December,
they count out their sharing money, choose
an organization to donate to (since the Haiti
earthquake, both kids have been giving
to Partners in Health), and we send a letter
they’ve written, along with a check. We
agreed to match their donations.

your own coffee; play board games at home; cook frozen
shrimp instead of eating out.
Still, it can feel like a lot—and not enough. Again I consider Singer’s advice: “The whole problem is vast. But that
vast problem is made up of a billion individuals, so any
donation can affect a family or a child.” Or Mother Teresa’s:
“If you can’t feed a hundred people, feed just one.”
Betty says someday she’d like to have a space big enough
to fill with the photos of the people she’s blogged about—
“this patchwork of everybody who’s touched everybody
else and brought inspiration to me.” She cries a little and
says, “I am lucky, lucky, lucky.” Us too, I am thinking. Then
she adds, “Am I paying it forward? No. I’m paying it backward. I’ve been given so much. This is exactly what I
should be doing.”
Consider that child in the pond. Whether you give from
a place of altruism or abundance or karmic justice, optimism or duty or a bleeding, loving heart, you can do it too.
catherine newman is the author of Waiting for Birdy.

To start, you might need to explain the
very concept to your kids. (“Maybe we
should raise money for me!” a friend’s
5-year-old recently announced, in a fit
of age-appropriate egocentrism.) Then
brainstorm where to give and why.
Animal-welfare organizations are a huge
draw for kids, given that (a) animals
are cute, and (b) disadvantaged animals
do not inherently threaten their own
sense of well-being. But you might want
to gently encourage them to think about
human children in need, especially during the holidays, when our kids are likely
to be experiencing such great abundance. Consider a site that allows you
to “buy” a sustainable donation to help
a poor family achieve independence,
whether it’s a hive of bees or a water
buffalo from Heifer International (heifer
.org) or school supplies, a water purifier, or a grove of trees from Oxfam
(oxfamamericaunwrapped.com). These
are called “donor illusions” in the business, and charity evaluation organizations
like GiveWell are critical of the duplicity
involved. (Your money is, in reality, going
into the hopper rather than buying that
actual thing.) But it’s a great way to make
concrete for kids what may otherwise be
too vast and abstract for them to comprehend. Plus, the donations make great holiday gifts: My brother’s family once “gave”
our kids a trio of rabbits donated to a
needy family, and they were thrilled. —CN
ONLINE

Share your thoughts at wholeliving.com/giving.
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